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The level spectrum of a single-walled carbon nanotube rope, studied by transport spectroscopy,
shows Zeeman splitting in a magnetic field parallel to the tube axis. The pattern of splittings implies
that the spin of the ground state alternates by1

2 as consecutive electrons are added. Other aspects of
the Coulomb blockade characteristics, including the current-voltage traces and peak heights, also show
corresponding even-odd effects. [S0031-9007(98)06652-6]

PACS numbers: 73.23.Hk, 71.70.Ej, 73.61.Wp
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The spin state of small multielectron systems is an im
portant testing ground for our understanding of interactin
quantum systems. ForN noninteracting electrons in non-
degenerate levels with spin, the single-particle states a
occupied in order of energy, leading to a total spinS  0
for evenN andS 

1
2 for odd N . Coulomb interactions

among the electrons can alter this behavior, however.
atoms, for example, the exchange interaction among ele
trons in a shell leads to Hund’s rule and a spin-polarize
ground state for a partially filled shell. Recently, attentio
has been focused on similar questions in quantum do
In small 3D metallic dots, Zeeman splitting consisten
with an alternation betweenS  0 and 1

2 was found [1].
This may be understood within the constant interactio
(C1) model [2], where the energy for adding an electron
the noninteracting level spacingDE plus a constant charg-
ing energyU. On the other hand, in two-dimensional dots
evidence for spin polarization in the ground state has be
found in recent experiments on both high symmetry [3
and low symmetry dots [4], requiring explanations beyon
the CI model.

Of considerable interest is the situation in 1D, wher
Coulomb interactions are predicted to profoundly influ
ence the properties of the system [5]. Here exact the
retical results are available for many model systems. F
instance, for electrons in a box in strictly one dimensio
(1D), Lieb and Mattis [6] proved that in spite of inter-
actions the ground state has the lowest possible spin.
real systems, however, a variety of factors, such as fin
transverse dimensions, multiple 1D subbands, and sp
orbit coupling, may lead to a spin-polarized ground state

Here we present measurements of the spin state
single-walled carbon nanotubes, a novel quasi-1D co
ductor where the current is carried by two 1D subband
[7]. It has recently been shown experimentally [8,9] tha
when contacts are attached, these nanotubes behave
quasi-1D quantum dots. Here we concentrate on a ve
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short s,200 nmd dot in a nanotube bundle (known as
“rope” [10]), with a correspondingly large level spacin
To study the spin state, we apply a magnetic field alo
the axis of the nanotube rope and examine the Zeem
effects in the transport spectrum. From the pattern of
spin splitting, we conclude that as successive electr
are added, the ground state spin oscillates betweenS0 and
S0 1

1
2 , whereS0 is most likely zero. This results in an

even/odd nature of the Coulomb peaks which is also ma
fested in the asymmetry of the current-voltage charac
istics and the peak height. It may also be reflected in
excited state spectrum.

The devices are made [9] by depositing single-wall
nanotubes [10] from a suspension in dichloroethane o
1-mm-thick SiO2. The degenerately doped silicon su
strate is used as a gate electrode. A single rope
located relative to prefabricated gold alignment mar
using an atomic force microscope (AFM). Chromium
gold contacts are then deposited on top using 20 k
electron beam lithography. An AFM image of a 5-nm
diameter rope (consisting of about a dozen tubes) with
contacts is shown in the inset to Fig. 1. Leads labeles
(source),d (drain), andVg (gate) are drawn in to indicate
the typical measurement configuration.

Figure 1 shows the linear-response two-terminal co
ductance,G, versus gate voltage,Vg, at magnetic field
B  0 and temperatureT  100 mK. It exhibits a se-
ries of sharp Coulomb blockage oscillations [2,8,9] th
occur each time an electron is added to the nanotube
For T & 10 K all the peaks have the same width, pr
portional toT [9], and aT-independent area, indicatin
that the level spacingDE is ¿ kBT and that transport is
through a single quantum level. We deduce that the
electrostatic potentialVdot is linearly related toVg, with a
coefficienta ; dVdotydVg  0.09.

Figure 2(a) is a greyscale plot of the differential co
ductancedIydV as a function ofV and Vg at B  0.
© 1998 The American Physical Society 681
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FIG. 1. ConductanceG of a nanotube rope vs gate voltag
Vg. Inset: AFM image of a device with schematic wires adde

Dark lines here are loci of peaks indIydV . CrossesP0
and P1 are formed by the identically labeled Coulom
peaks in Fig. 1. The interpretation of such a plot in th
CI model is well known [3]. Each line is produced by th
alignment of a quantized energy level in the dot with th
Fermi level in a contact. From the spacing of the line
we infer a typical level spacingDE , 5 meV, and from
the average Coulomb peak spacing we obtain a charg
energyU , 25 meV. These values are consistent wit
expectations based on previous measurements [8,9] fo
100–200 nm length of tube. Thus we find as before [
that the portion of nanotube rope forming the dot appea
roughly equal in length to the distance between the co
tacts (nominally 200 nm).

Figure 2(b) shows the results of the same measurem
atB  5 T. Most of the lines observed atB  0 have split
into parallel pairs. The splitting is linearly proportiona
to B. This can be seen in Fig. 2(c), where the relativ
positions of the peaks indIydV at V  27 mV [dotted
line in Fig. 2(a)] are plotted as a function ofB. One group
of peaks (denoted by open symbols) moves downwa
in Vg relative to the other (solid symbols) by an amoun
proportional toB. Note that not all the lines atB  0
split. Over a series of ten consecutive crosses in the ra
22 , Vg , 11 V [11], the following pattern emerges:
on alternate peaks (P0, P2, etc.), the leftmost lines in the
cross (such asT ) do not split, while on the other peaks
(P1, P3, etc.), the rightmost lines (such asZ) do not split.

These measurements can be used to obtain informa
about the ground-state spinSN of the dot withN electrons,
as we now discuss. The analysis is based on the follow
spin selection rules: since the tunneling electron carr
spin 1

2 , both the total spin,S, and its component along the
magnetic field axis,Sz , must change by61

2 for observable
transitions [12].

The energy required for a tunneling process is th
energy difference between theN- and sN 1 1d-electron
states. In the absence of orbital effects [13], this depen
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FIG. 2. (a) Greyscale plot of the differential conductanc
dIydV of Coulomb peaksP0 and P1 at B  0 sdarker
more positivedIydV d. (b) Same as (a) but atB  5 T. (c)
B dependence of the relative positions of the peak indIydV
labeled T-Z in (a), at a bias ofV  27 mV as indicated
by the dashed line in (a). On thex axis we plot DVg 
Vg 2 V T

b , where V T
g is the position of peakT , to remove

unreproducible temporal drift of the characteristics along th
Vg axis.

on B only through the Zeeman term2gmBBDSz, whereg
is the electronicg factor,DSz is the change inSz, andmB
is the Bohr magneton. In Fig. 2(c) we therefore associa
the open-symbol transitions withDSz  1

1
2 and the

closed-symbol transitions withDSz  2
1
2 . Fitting their

separation togmBBya yields g  2.04 6 0.05, which is
consistent withg  2.0 for graphite and with the value
g  1.9 6 0.2 obtained previously for a single excited
state in a nanotube [8].

From the pattern of splittings of the lowest-energ
transitions [the edges of the crosses in Fig. 2(a)], one c
deduce the change in ground-state spin,DS  SN11 2

SN  6
1
2 , across each Coulomb peak. The reason is

follows [1]. First consider an electron tunneling into the
N-electron ground state in a magnetic field, where initiall
the total spin is aligned with the field, so thatSz 
2SN . For the caseDS  1

1
2 , after tunnelingSz may

be either2sSN 1
1
2 d or 2sSN 2

1
2 d. The corresponding

line therefore splits withB. However, for the caseDS 
2

1
2 , only Sz  2sSN 2

1
2 d is possible for the final state,

because of the requirementjSz j # SN11  SN 2
1
2 . The

corresponding line therefore does not split withB. A
similar argument for an electron tunneling out of th
N 1 1 ground state shows that ifDS  2

1
2 the line

splits, while if DS  1
1
2 it does not. To summarize: if

DS  1
1
2 for a Coulomb peak, the lines on the right edg

of the cross do not split, while ifDS  2
1
2 the lines on

the left edge do not split.
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This general result is also predicted by the CI mode
as indicated in Fig. 3. IfN is even,SN  0, and the
next electron can be added to either spin-up or spin-do
state of the next orbital level (left sketch), resulting i
SN11 

1
2 . On the other hand, ifN is odd,SN 

1
2 and

the next electron can be added only to the one empty s
state of that level (right sketch), resulting inSN11  0. A
corresponding story can be told for removing an electro
The predicted pattern of splittings is the same as in t
previous paragraph, but with the additional implicatio
thatN is even ifDS  1

1
2 and odd ifDS  2

1
2 .

Comparing the above predictions with Fig. 2, we fin
that DS  1

1
2 for peak P0 and DS  2

1
2 for peak

P1. Since the pattern of splitting alternates between t
two types over ten Coulomb peaks, we deduce thatSN

oscillates between some valueS0 and S0 1
1
2 as ten

successive electrons are added. Most probablyS0  0,
as in the CI model, for the following reasons. Firs
polarization of a system is usually related to states ne
the Fermi level. In this system we see the spin alternati
as these states are filled. Second, if a transition sp
in a magnetic field, the line for decreasingjSz j should
be suppressed by a factor of2S 1 1 relative to the
line for increasingjSzj [14]. In the data, however [see
Fig. 2(b)], these lines are of similar strength, implyin
that the initial spinS is zero or small. Therefore, the
behavior is consistent with the prediction of Ref. [6] fo
1D electrons; the ground state spin alternates betwee
and 1

2 [15]. This is our principal result. We subsequentl
describe Coulomb peaks whereN changes from odd to
even on addition of an electron (P0, P2, etc.) asodd-to-
evenpeaks, and the other peaks (P1, P3, etc.) aseven-
to-oddpeaks. This is indicated in Fig. 3.

The alternating spin of the ground state should al
be reflected in theI-V characteristics at zero magneti
field, if the source and drain contacts have different tunn
resistances. If, for instance, the source contact domina
the resistance, the magnitude of the currentI2 at negative
source biasV is determined by transitions from theN
to the N 1 1 electron ground state, as long as the bi
is less than the level spacing. On the other hand, t
currentI1 at positiveV is determined by transitions from
the N 1 1 to the N electron ground state. The ratio
b  I1yI2 therefore reflects the differences caused b
the spin selection rules in these two situations. Th

FIG. 3. Explanation of splitting pattern within the CB mode
The lowest-energy transition splits for an even-to-odd peak, b
not for an odd-to-even peak.
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can easily be understood in the CI model, as illustrate
for an odd-to-even peaksDS  2

1
2 d in Fig. 4(a). For

negativeV (left sketch) an electron tunneling in from
the source can go into only one available spin state. O
the other hand, for positiveV (right sketch), either of
two electrons can tunnel out. The current is therefo
larger for positiveV . An elementary calculation gives
b  sGs 1 2Gddys2Gs 1 Gdd, whereGs andGd are the
source and drain barrier conductances, respectively. F
Gs , Gd , this predicts1 , b , 2. In contrast, for an
even-to-odd peaksDS 

1
2 d, the inverse ratio is found,

and 1
2 , b , 1 is predicted.

The solid line in Fig. 4(b) is theI-V characteristic
measured at the center of peakP0. NearV  0, the I-V
is Ohmic, but forjV j * 0.5 mV the current saturates into
a slowly varying form. The saturation current is large
for positive than for negativeV . Moreover, if the same
data are plotted (dashed line) with the current scaled
a factor2b, whereb  1.57, the I-V’s in the two bias
directions can be brought onto the same interpolated cur

FIG. 4. (a) Current flow at high bias in the CI model. Only
the larger barrier, between source and dot, is drawn. (b) So
line: I-V measured at the center of peakP0 in Fig. 1. Dashed
line: the same trace withI multiplied by2b  21.57. Dotted
line: interpolation between these. (c) Lower: expanded view
the peaksP0 P3. Upper: measured values ofb for these
peaks. The oscillating value ofb implies that successive
electrons are added with opposite spin directions (see text).
683
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(dotted line). For each peak an appropriate value ofb

can be chosen to achieve a similar matching. The resu
are plotted in the top panel of Fig. 4(c). We find tha
1 , b , 2 for P0 and P2, while 1

2 , b , 1 for P1
and P3. Comparing these values with the prediction
for b  I1yI2 in the previous paragraph, we see tha
they are perfectly consistent with our assignments
DS  1

1
2 or 2

1
2 from the Zeeman splitting [16].

We have seen from the Zeeman splitting and theI-V
characteristics that the ground state spin behaves as
predicted by the CI model. However, this implies no
that effects such as exchange are small, but only th
they do not change the spin of theN-electron ground
state of the system. Exchange might, for instance,
manifested in the excited state spectra, where one wo
anticipate a difference between odd-to-even and even-
odd peaks. For even-to-odd peaks, the added elect
simply goes into higher unoccupied orbital levels, givin
rise to a single-particle spectrum. For odd-to-even pea
however, the added electron can form singlet and trip
states with the original unpaired electron, leading
exchange splitting. A singlet-triplet splitting has indee
been seen in the excitation spectra of semiconductor d
[17]. We observe indications of this predicted behavio
in peaksP0 P3. The lowest excited states visible a
negativeV on odd-to-even peaks in each case form a pa
[such as linesU and V on peakP0 in Fig. 2(a)], while
those on even-to-odd peaks do not (such as lineY on P1).
This will be investigated further in future work.

A contradiction with the CI model is also seen in
the peak heights. These are predicted to be identi
for a pair of peaks arising from a single orbital leve
[18]. However, we find that the even-to-odd peaks ten
to be considerably larger than the odd-to-even peaks,
apparent in Fig. 4(c). This behavior is not understood a
deserves further investigation.

In summary, our transport measurements of a sh
nanotube quantum dot show that the ground state
this 1D electronic system alternates betweenS  0 and
S  1y2. A variety of even-odd effects are seen in th
addition spectrum, some of which, such as an alternati
of the peak heights, require explanations beyond t
simple Coulomb blockade picture.
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